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On the telecommunications front, 5G is the fifth-generation technology standard for 

broadband cellular networks, which is a replacement for the 4G networks used by most 

current phones. Hundreds of businesses, organizations, and governments suffer from 

cyberattacks that compromise sensitive information in which 5G is one of them. Those 

breaches of the data would not have occurred if there is a way to detect strange 

behaviors in a 5G network, and this is what this paper presenting. Network Anomaly 

Detection (NAD) in 5G is a way to observe the network constantly to detect any unusual 

behavior. However, it is not that straightforward and rather a complex process due to 

huge, continuous, and stochastic network traffic patterns. In the literature, several 

approaches and methods have been employed for anomaly detection as well as 

prediction. This paper illustrates state-of-the-art method to proposed achieve the NAD. 

For instance, pattern based, machine learning based, ensemble learning based, user 

intention based, and some integrated methods have been surveyed and analyzed. KNN 

and K-prototype algorithm were tested together on the dataset and compared with 

integrated approach. The integrated approach outperformed with respect to the KNN 

and K-prototype methods. As a conclusion, forecasting of analyst detection of cyber 

events is presented as a final method for future anomaly prediction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

5G technology deals with various technologies like 

spectrum sharing, Device to device (D2D), Ultra dense 

network (UDN) and massive Multiple input Multiple output 

(MIMO). User’s experience has high data rate, low latency, 

energy efficiency, spectrum efficiency, UDN, coverage 

dependability as well as mobility in the wireless 

communication network are some of the needs that 5G can 

meet [1]. Additionally, 5G is expected to provide a wide range 

of additional services, such as ultra-reliable, massive machine 

types of information exchange, increased mobile broadband 

and communication with reduced latency depending on the 

specific use-case. Interference mitigation, mode selection, 

device synchronization, security and quality of service are all 

issues that emerge when using device to device Long Term 

Evaluation/Advance LTE/LTE-A system [2] LTE is 

vulnerable to Radio Frequency (RF) jamming, spoofing, and 

sniffing, and examining the various physical layer 

vulnerabilities that could disrupt next-generation vital 

communication networks [3]. A wide range of machine 

learning algorithms can be used to attack anomaly detection 

challenges in 5G. In addition, most of them can be used in 

accordance with the VNO security policies specified in the 

proposed cyber defense architecture [4]. Network security in 

5G is always a critical component in all business fields 

especially with the widespread cybercrimes in recent years. 

There are a lot of tools that can detect the pre-known attacks 

such as antivirus software, firewalls, and honeypots, but these 

tools are not enough because of the rapid expansion in the 

unprecedented attack methods and behaviors. This is mainly 

because of overwhelmingly increasing number of Internet of 

Things (IoT) devices and applications that can potentially 

induce the vulnerability. Furthermore, enhanced network 
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heterogeneity, intensified use of virtualization technologies 

and distributed architectures make it nearly impossible to cope 

the situation [5]. Moreover, existing (say for 4G) Network 

Anomaly Detection (NAD) technique are not that effective for 

its 5G counterpart [4y]. Situation demands more robust and 

effective techniques with reduced complexity. This work 

presents the NAD in 5G networks which provides a high level 

of security by applying a persistent observation of network to 

detect any abnormal behavior from potential attackers that 

they signed up as legit users. There are a lot of methods that 

can be used to apply the NAD and most of them focus on 

analyzing the behaviors of the network traffic to apply the 

detection process. Behavioral analysis and prediction are 

among the hottest areas of research in many fields of studies 

like consumer marketing, social network, marketing, 

information security and many others. Rahman et al. [6] 

proposed a user behavior classification and prediction using a 

neuro-fuzzy approach. The analysis was made over the users 

logs duly obtained by a proxy server continuously monitoring 

the network user activities related to machine, ethernet and 

web browsing. Based on the company’s rules the restricted 

actions were mined out of the logs after due preprocessing. A 

Gaussian Radial Basis Function Neural Network (GRBF-NN) 

[7, 8] along with a Fuzzy Rule Based System [9, 10] was used 

to learn the examples provided by an added Differential 

Evolution (DE) block [11]. The scheme also incorporated user 

360 feedback to jointly decide the user’s behavior. Similar 

work was carried out by Rahman et al. [12, 13] by using linear 

regression and FRBS, respectively. A hybrid approach for 

network anomaly detection and user behavior prediction was 

presented by Vadgaonkar [14]. The study investigated a 

machine learning based approach. The proposed approached 

claimed as significant accuracy over a predefined dataset in an 

offline mode. The network performance tools are widely used 

to continuously analyze the network traffic. However, the 

perspectives may be different. For example, the overall 

network performance is represented in terms of Network 

Availability, CPU and memory utilization, Traffic rate, 

number of errors and discards and Wide Area Network (WAN) 

performance. It is worth mentioning that the network 

anomalies may affect the network availability in terms of 

denial-of-service attacks (DoS) and Distributed DoS (DDoS) 

attacks, CPU and memory utilization may be overwhelmed by 

bots and memory resident viruses attacks duly penetrated by 

the network. Traffic rate can be compromised by the 

eavesdroppers and network attackers by inducing more traffic 

in the regular one. Collectively these factors can result in 

increase in errors in the data traffic and discards of requests. 

Thus, the network anomalies encompass all the factors and as 

a result overall network performance can become vulnerable. 

Several network analysis tools are available in market. 

However, their effectiveness is subjective and do not fulfill the 

requirements for all types of networks. Such as the tool 

developed for the earlier generations networks may not be that 

effective due to the variation in standard, data rates and 

application areas. It should rather be more customized per the 

organizational needs and type of data and its security [15]. In 

contrast, Network intrusion detection systems (IDS) have their 

own pros and cons on the other hand. For instance, the 

advantages include timely identification of intrusions that 

results in less security incidents. Similarly, as far as the 

disadvantages are concerned, the false positive incidents may 

result in denial of service (DoS) attack as a false alarm. 

Furthermore, if the concerned organization has poor 

bandwidth and network resources, it could result in slowing 

down the overall network traffic [16]. Moreover, IDS are 

signature based that requires a prior information about the 

signatures to be detected or identified. However, intrusion is 

one possible way to compromise the network behavior while 

there could be more [16].  

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: the detailed 

description of the NAD in 5G background is presented in 

section 2, six different methods to apply NAD are reviewed 

section 3, and some methods that can be used in predicting the 

potential attacks before it occurs in section 4 and section 5 

concludes the paper. 

 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

 

5G networks are digital cellular networks. The service area 

is further categorized into acute geographical cells. The 5G 

wireless devices in a cell communicate by radio waves with a 

local antenna array. Low power automated transceiver 

(transmitter and receiver) in the cell is one of feature of 5G. 

The local antennas are further connected to transmission 

electronics connected to switching centers in the telephone 

network and routers for Internet access by high-bandwidth 

optical fiber or wireless backhaul connections. 5G can support 

up to a million devices per square kilometer, while 4G 

supports only one tenth of that capacity [17]. The millimeter 

waves (mmWaves) have a shorter range than microwaves. 

This is one of the reasons that the cells are constraint to a 

minute size [18]. 

 

2.1 5G fundamentals 

 

Massive multiple input multiple output (mMIMO) was 

implemented in 4G as early as 2016 and typically comprised 

of 32 to 128 tiny antennas per cell. Depending on the 

frequency and arrangement, it can boost performance of the 

communication system by four to ten times. 5G utilizes sub-6 

GHz band and mmWave frequencies and the mMIMO 

technology which can be created, deployed, and utilized [19, 

20]. Several data streams are simultaneously sent out into the 

world. Using a process known as beamforming, a base station 

computer will constantly evaluate the optimum path for radio 

waves to reach each wireless device and organize many 

antennas to work together as phased arrays to create beams of 

millimeter waves to reach the device [18]. It is effective as well 

fault tolerant to failure of any antenna element. 

 

2.2 5G security 

 

5G security include authentication, availability, data 

confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation, etc. Network 

anomaly detection is a prominent problem in 5G security in 

the global discussion [21]. Before going through the methods 

to apply the anomaly detection, three main questions regarding 

NAD will be discussed in this section, what is NAD, how it 

works and differences between NAD and other IDS tools. 

A variety of approaches have been used to detect and 

monitor malicious and anomalies through networks users’ 

behaviors. One of these effective approaches is NAD which is 

continuous monitoring of the network to detect unusual 

traffics or movements. It is a complementary technology to 

systems that detect security threats based on packet signatures 

[22]. NAD is an integral part of Network Behavior Analysis 
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(NBA), which enhances the security of a network by 

monitoring the traffic of an active network and collecting data 

from many data points and devices to give a comprehensive 

analysis. NAD approach is used in a variety of network and 

security fields including (i) Log analysis (ii) Packet inspection 

systems (iii) Flow monitoring systems and (iv) Route analytics 

[23]. NAD watching every traffic happening in the network, 

gathering data from many points to support offline analysis. 

NAD performs this task by grabbing the suspicious packets in 

anticipation. Then performs the analysis using various 

approaches like statistical hypothesis test (SHT), machine 

learning etc. [24]. After establishing an indicator for normal 

network traffic, the NAD approach monitors network activity 

and flags anonymous, new, or uncommon patterns that may 

indicate the presence of a threat. Also, it records any changing 

that might appears in the bandwidth, or the protocol used. 

NAD is particularly effective to explore new malware and 

zero-day attacks. NAD tools continuously monitor the 

network to find any malicious threat actors. Instead of relying 

on the perimeter, endpoint, and firewall security systems 

which can only find security threats that pass-through areas of 

the network where they are installed, NAD systems watch the 

entire network for threat actors. It is particularly helpful in 

detecting threat actors in two cases whereas IDS signature-

based cannot detect the new attacks (whose signature is 

unknown will be treated as normal traffic), and when the threat 

traffic is encrypted. The main function of a network behavior 

analysis detection is to minimize the effort and time expended 

in detecting and solving network issues. It is thus an 

enhancement to protect the network along with antivirus 

software, spyware detection tools and software/hardware 

firewalls [25].  

 

 

3. NAD METHODS IN 5G  

 

There are various ways that can be used to provide a high 

level of network security in 5G, this section describes six 

methods that can be applied to achieve the network's behavior 

anomaly detection process. 

 

3.1 Pattern-based random walk 

 

Random Walk term refers to the process of randomization 

to construct a path of n steps (points). For the sake of clarity, 

assume there is an agent that needs to traverse a path that 

consists of some points and in each step (point), the agent 

chooses its direction randomly. Figure 1-a shows a path that 

the agent would take from the source to the destination without 

any restricted rules and it may be stuck in a loop (points A and 

D). Moreover, to predict the walker’s behavior in a simple 

Random Walk we need to calculate the probability of being at 

a specific point after walking for n steps. This theory used to 

simulate the random behaviors in computer networks, and it 

describes only the typical computer system model. In addition, 

more features should be added to the Random walk to conduct 

the simulation in more complex computer systems and 

networks, and that presents the Self-avoiding Walk which is a 

new type of random walk that simulates the activities in 

computer networks with some additional rules. The main rule 

is to limit the walker behavior by disallowing it to revisit the 

visited points before as described in Figure 1-b, and that would 

make predicting the walker behavior more accurate. It is 

important to analyze any network traffic in 5G to identify it to 

either a pre-known threat then store it in the attack database or 

classify it as normal traffic. But this is not enough since there 

is always a new generation of unprecedented threats that must 

be identified using a pre-known attack database. For the 

previous reason, Pattern-based Random Walk which is 

considered as a new customization of Random Walk was 

presented to detect these kinds of threats and analyze them 

accurately. The main advantage of this approach is outlier 

detection that can probably leads to an anomaly in the network. 

Pattern theory is one of the Self-avoiding Walk that used to 

determine whether patterns are matched together or not. Every 

income traffic must be checked and sampled, if it is not 

detected as one of the pre-known behaviors, the sample should 

be flagged, and an analysis process should be done on this 

flagged sample. After that, a self-explained graph will be 

generated that does not need any more information, and this 

graph should be compared with some similar pre-known 

patterns to decide whether there are matched patterns or not. If 

any, then system should take the proper decision [26]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) Simple random walk (b) Self-avoiding walk 

 

3.2 Immune network and density peak 

 

It is an unsupervised NAD method in 5G, it was presented 

to identify the unknown malicious attack behavior from any 

network flow in the Internet environment. There are some 

models and algorithms which includes the Artificial Immune 

Network (aiNet) model, the clustering algorithm based on 

density peak (CDP), the clustering labeling algorithm (CLA), 

and the flow anomaly detection algorithm (FAD). It works by 

obtaining network flows as a starting point. Next, it selects the 

common features of the network flows since that will help in 

recognizing anomaly or malicious behaviors easily. Then, 

clusters the network flows which includes two phases, the 

coarse-grained phase, and the fine-grained phase. The coarse-

grained phase includes using the aiNet model to cluster the 

samples from the given dataset and this process work by 

analyzing and filtering the samples. The fine-grained phase 

includes using the CDP algorithm to cluster the output of the 

aiNet clustering and this process work by refining the cluster 

centroids from the coarse-grained phase. After that, it uses the 

CLA to label the resulted clusters as normal or abnormal 

detectors and uses them to distinguish between malicious and 

benign behaviors. The cluster labeling step is very significant 

since its results will affect its performance. Finally, providing 

the functionality of anomaly detection for the network flows 

using FAD since that will play a role in enhancing the network 

security [27]. It can be deduced from the discussion that there 
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are certain similarities and difference among these algorithms. 

As far as similarity is concerned, their ultimate task is to detect 

the abnormalities in the particular network traffic. While 

differences include in such a way that one algorithm is best in 

one way and the other is in another way. For instance, the aiNet 

implies a coarse-grained clustering algorithm to extract the 

abstract internal patterns of network flows, and the CDP 

signifies a fine-grained clustering algorithm to obtain more 

precise cluster number and cluster centroids. A study [27] 

proposed a NAD approach coined as Artificial Immune 

network and Density peak (ADAID), that combines aiNet and 

CDP for better results in terms of improved accuracy rates and 

reduced false alarm rates.  

 

3.3 Hybrid data optimization based on ML algorithms 

 

Intrusion detection system (IDS) can also detect anomaly 

behaviors in the 5G network. This work produced an effective 

IDS by using data optimization which consists of two main 

sections: extract samples from dataset and select common 

features from these data, named DO-IDS. The Isolation Forest 

(iForest) is used in extract random sample to eliminate outliers 

in dataset and reduce the negative effect of unbalanced data, 

after generating the sample genetic algorithm (GA) it used to 

optimize the sampling ratio, and the Random Forest (RF) 

classifier as the evaluation criteria to gain the optimal training 

dataset. After optimizing the extracted sample feature 

selection is used to search for features that reflect the 

difference between anomalous behaviors and normal 

behaviors and delete unrelated features to enhance the 

detection performance, GA and RF are used again to obtain 

the optimal feature subset. More specifically GA and RF 

complements each other in the weak areas to counter the issue 

of unbalanced dataset examples and fine tuning the significant 

features. After the optimum training dataset and the feature 

subset are selected, those will be occupied into the classifier 

training phase which uses RF algorithm. The whole process is 

shown in Figure 2 [28]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Process of DO IDS 

 

3.4 Multi-view ensemble learning 

 

This work proposes a malware detection scheme based on 

ensemble learning which is a concept that been used a lot in 

recent years. This concept can also be used for malware 

detection in 5G. It is multiple models, such as classifiers or 

experts combined to solve a particular computational 

intelligence. Ensemble learning is primarily used to enhance 

prediction, classification performance of a model, or reduce 

the likelihood of errors and low accuracy results. problem [29-

32]. In this work, three ensemble learning methods, and 

different ensemble strategies are employed to fuse multi-view 

features which they were: 

Byte n-grams: It is syntactic patterns features that cover the 

entire binary executable program and without explicit 

semantic information. 

Opcode n-grams: It is explicit semantic information were 

used as features for detecting unknown malware it is extracted 

only from the code section of portable executable (PE) file. 

Format feature: It is explicit semantic information 

extracted from PE header, section header, import, and resource 

sections. 

The benefits of the integrated learning methods over the 

other are that they adequately combine their strengths to 

complement the weak areas among them to overall increase 

the precision rate in NAD. Those methods partially capture the 

different information between malicious and non-malicious 

applications. Also, they are complementary for each other in 

extracting features. The procedure of this experiment was as 

follows: (i) First is to find a data representation which captures 

the information within a given feature view, obtain and select 

the optimal parameter of each feature subset. (ii) Design the 

scheme to incorporate three feature views. The schema uses 

each of feature views to construct different classifiers which 

are then combined using three ensemble methods. (iii) Two 

datasets are used to evaluate new malware detection 

performance and the generalization performance of the 

proposed scheme. Finally, the results show that the proposed 

scheme does enhance the performance of new malware 

detection [33]. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

This section discusses the results related to the network 

anomaly detection in 5G. This section benchmark KNN, K-

Prototype and Integrated method. The integrated method is 

one of the effective methods for an anomaly detection in 

massive system logs especially mMIMO in 5G networks. Logs 

are used for recording systems’ detailed operations; these logs 

are useful for detecting anomalies within the systems. 

Anomaly means unusual behavior can affect the system 

negatively. There are problems in detecting those anomalies 

with logs: (i). Previous knowledge is needed in anomaly 

detection, which is not possible for it to expose new anomalies. 

(ii). The large size of logs might require more complex 

computations. A new integrated method is used for anomaly 

detection is proposed to solve the previous problems; this 

method merges clustering method K-prototype, k-NN 

classification method, and novel clustering-filtering-

refinement. The approach is like those conducted for user 

behavior classification and prediction by using the proxy 

servers log as presented in the studies [5, 11, 12]. 

 

4.1 Feature elicitation 

 

The analysis of the logs’ abnormal behavior characteristics 

and logs’ data are done using login activity and session 
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statistics. Ten features were extracted based on previously 

mentioned aspects. 

 

4.2 Clustering 

 

K-prototype clustering algorithm was used to create clusters 

out of the extracted features. This step is critical to classify 

which event was normal and which was not. It also helps in 

extracting the abnormal events as candidates for further 

examination which decreases complex computations. 

 

4.3 Refinement 

 

This step is for analyzing abnormal candidates in deeper 

manner to identify if they were anomalies or not by performing 

two steps: 1. Distance measurement and it has two types: a) 

from each data dot to the center of the clusters. b) from each 

data dot and its closest neighbors. 2. Measure local and global 

anomaly degree by applying k-NN classification method. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Precision rate evaluation 

 

 
 

Figure 4. False alarm evaluation 

 

After the experiment, it turns out that the integrated method 

is more accurate and stable than stand-alone K-prototype and 

k-NN algorithms in the context of 5G (Figure 3). Without 

refinement step, the K-prototype had the worst performance, 

so it is not the preferred option in anomaly detection since it 

has the highest false alarm rate (lowest precision) as shown in 

Figure 4. The k-NN algorithm has close results from integrated 

in terms of precision. In terms of time, K-prototype has better 

results than k-NN algorithm, and it has close results as 

integrated method per the Figure 5. Finally, the experiment 

summarizes that integrated method is the best in detecting 

anomaly for massive-size logs in the perspective of 5G [34]. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Computational complexity evaluation 

 

4.4 User intention-based traffic dependence analysis for 

NAD in 5G 

 

This work describes a Causal Relation Miner (CR-Miner) 

framework that detects anomaly in 5G network traffic based 

on user’s activities [35]. The framework emphasizes in the 

mining the relationship in the outbound network traffic by 

means of a traffic dependency graph (TDG). Consequently, a 

novel breadth first search algorithm is proposed to traverse this 

graph to infer the potential dependencies. This relation is 

valuable to detect the anomaly and to know whether the 

anomaly happened due to software failure or malicious code. 

CR-Miner algorithm can detect user intention-based traffic 

with accurate results. It also can detect HTTP-based spyware. 

Bayesian can be used for anomaly detection, but it does not 

work for complicated and diverse traffics. The proposed 

solution is used for detecting dependencies among users’ 

inputs (clicking on a link) and systems’ events (HTTP 

requests). The power of the algorithm it does not require 

previous knowledge of user’s intentions. Also, the algorithm 

can detect vagabond events which they mean the reaction of 

the application based on user’s actions; those vagabond events 

can be identified as anomalous events. The presented work has 

three main steps: 

 

4.4.1 Find dependencies  

Finding user behavior traffic dependencies is difficult since 

we browsers generate actions without users’ involvement. 

Hence, it is important to identify explicit users’ actions by a) 

Dependencies in Browser Traffic. b) Applications and threat 

model [35]. 

 

4.4.2 Building TDG  

Detecting anomalous based on dependencies is the aim of 

CR-Miner and it can be achieved through Traffic-dependency 

graph (TDG). TDG can be built incrementally by feeding 

anonymous dependencies of traffics’ events. TDG is used to 

exclude previous knowledge bases [35]. 

 

4.4.3 Security analysis  

Since CR-Miner has data gathering and data analysis phases; 
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the critical phase is data gathering (integrity), so CR-Miner 

should protect against: Forgery attacks (data modification) and 

Piggybacking attacks (gaining unauthorized access through 

pre-established another user’s session). It turns out CR-Miner 

can protect against attacks [35]. 

 

4.4.4 Evaluation  

CR-Miner works fine with legit websites, time-efficient, 

99.6% accurate, and it can detect real-world spyware [35]. 

Cyberattacks in 5G networks can jeopardize institutions, 

businesses, and governments. That is why they initiated 

defense mechanisms against those attacks which they are 

called time-series forecasting, such as automated intrusion 

detection/prevention, honeypot, and network telescopes. This 

study suggests analyst-detected forecasting which has dataset 

that does not rely on automated systems, contains cyber events 

for seven years, and validated by analysts, so it does not have 

false positive alarms. The strength of this study is its limitation 

since it has a unique dataset validated by analysts and with 

minimum automated systems involvement. Bayesian State 

Space Model (BSSM) was used for forecasting, the results 

showed the model anticipated one week in advance events 

with high precision. The main finding is the number of next 

week’s cyberattacks is predictable based on the number of 

previous week’s cyberattacks in 5G, this prediction will help 

improving threat awareness. It may empower organization for 

better planning and protection of their domains in more 

effective way [36, 37]. 

 

4.5 Security implications in 5G 

 

With threats and attack, it will be a major challenge the 

rapid and improved expansion of Internet-based devices and 

edge-based computing. They will not necessarily be connected 

to a central network. With so many devices connected through 

a networked edge environment, any one of them can become 

the weakest link between them in the security path [38-41]. To 

keep communicating and the devices are as secure as possible 

following steps can be considered [42]. 

 

• Everything connected to the enterprise ecosystem needs 

to be identified, criticality rated, and their state confirmed. 

Then, all requests for access to network resources will 

need to be verified, validated, and authenticated. 

• Security should conjointly support elastic, edge-to-edge 

hybrid systems combining well-tried ancient ways with 

new approaches. While network segmentation may be a 

well-tried technique for holding cybersecurity risks and 

protect sensitive resources, recent ways might not be best 

suited to a 5G world. New segmentation ways can 

navigate native and remote resources that blend segments 

that organizations might or might not have management. 

IT groups can value a way to manage the complexity of 

multiple co-managed systems as they implement 5G 

networks and public cloud services. 

• Sharing threat intelligence, correlating event information, 

and supporting automatic incident response would require 

security technologies to be deeply integrated [43]. This 

will need the event and adoption of a comprehensive, 

fabric-based security design. Machine learning [44], 

computing and automation [45] are going to be key to fast 

decision-making, thereby closing the gap between 

detection and mitigation. 

 

These are just a few of the security implications resulting 

from the adoption and deployment of 5G networks. But that's 

simply the beginning of the impact of this new era of 

networking and computing. Security will also need to address 

the following scenarios [42]: 

• Automated network application lifecycle management 

would require security tools to not solely be high activity 

however additionally extremely adjustive to confirm that 

constant innovation includes consistent protection. It will 

additionally need organizations to transition from a 

DevOps model to a DevSecOps model to confirm that 

security is integrated directly into the event strategy. 

• Support for cloud-optimized distributed network 

applications would force security to maneuver seamlessly 

between and across fully completely different network 

ecosystems whereas not losing track of workflows or 

dropping security utility. 

• Digital transformation can generate Brobdingnagian 

amounts of latest knowledge, most of which can be 

encrypted. Encrypted data currently constitutes more than 

70% of network traffic. That share can solely grow as 

cryptography is employed to shield knowledge moving 

through open network environments. This will need 

superior security tools in IoT and different edge devices 

that may examine encrypted traffic at each speed and 

scale. 

• New methods, like network slicing, can change 

organizations to a lot of with efficiency consume 

resources moving through large information settings. 

• This will additionally need segmentation and edge-based 

micro-segmentation to safeguard crucial resources 

whereas uninflected them from open and fewer secure 

environment. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

5G sets a better standard for commandability and speed on 

phones and other devices, as well as on the internet. Many of 

the security issues that plague today's 4G, 3G, and 2G 

networks have been addressed in 5G's design. Mutual 

authentication and identity protection are among the new 

measures that have been implemented. An unparalleled level 

of network and service security may be achieved with the 

introduction of 5G. Log Anomaly Detection may be savior. 

Logs are a terrific way to keep track of how your system is 

running. With the rapid development of technology in 5G as 

increases of using mobile devices which make societies open 

and connected to each other all day which makes the world a 

global village. Moreover, Intrusion detection has attracted the 

attention of many researchers in identifying the risks can affect 

network users. In this work, NAD was presented in detailed 

description which is a high level of security in 5G by applying 

a persistent observation of network to detect any abnormal 

behavior from potential attackers that they signed up as a legit 

user. Primarily, the current study can be useful for the scholars 

and researchers in the field of network intrusion and anomaly 

detection, as a head start in 5G. On the dataset, the KNN and 

K-prototype algorithms were put to the test jointly and 

compared to an integrated method. The integrated approach 

outperforms the KNN and K-prototype techniques in terms of 

predictive power. The higher security of 5G will lead to its 

higher suitability globally. 
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